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FOOD ESTABLISHMENT INSPECTION REPORT

PRIORITY ITEMS

These items MUST RECEIVE IMMEDIATE ACTION within 72 hours or as stated.

CORE ITEMS

These items are to be corrected by the next regular inspection or as stated.
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Hub's Pub 10 North Dover Street Bonne Terre, 63628

Hot hold: pork, cheese sauce, beans 152,153,156 Fryer freezer 22

Cold table: amb, diced chicken, 58, 55 Walk-in cooler: amb, baked potato, 38, 41

pickles(nonPHF), cooked shrimp 55, 50 raw fish, cooked chicken 37, 41

2-Door cooler: amb, cooked chicken 40, 47 Walk-in freezer 22

ham, raw beef 43, 46 Cooling wings in freezer 125 adj 62

3-501.16B

2-401.11

4-501.114
A

4-501.114
C

5-203.14B

The ambient temperature of the kitchen cold table was 58F. Food temperatures in this unit were:
diced chicken=55F, cooked shrimp=50, pickle spears(nonPHF)=50F. Potentially hazardous foods
held refrigerated shall be held at 41F or less. Until this unit has been repaired and demonstrated
to hold foods at 41F or less, discontinue it's use for potentially hazardous foods.
An employee beverage was observed on the prep table near hot holding. Employee beverages
shall be stored where contamination of food, equipment and single use items cannot occur.
Please store employee beverages below prep surfaces.
Chlorine was not detected in the rinse cycle of the kitchen dishwasher. Chlorine sanitizers shall
be in the range of 50-100 ppm. Until the dishwasher has been repaired, discontinue it's use and
use the three compartment sink for dishwashing.
Quaternary ammonia solution in the three compartment sink was measured at less than 100ppm.
The product manufacturer indicates that the product must be at 200-400 ppm for sanitizing food
contact surfaces. COS by remaking the sanitizer. Replace sanitizer solutions every two hours.
A hose is connected to a spigot beside the hand wash sink in the kitchen without backflow
protection. A plumbing system shall be installed to preclude backflow of a solid, liquid or gas into
the water supply system. Please install an ASSE rated hose bibb vacuum breaker between the
spigot and the hose.
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4-203.12B

3-501.11
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3-501.11

4-203.11B

The thermometer present in the two-door prep cooler was an oven-type thermometer that has a
beginning range of 100F. Ambient thermometers shall be in the operational range of the
refrigerator and be accurate to within three degrees F. Please place an appropriate thermometer
in the cooler.
A container of ice cream and a case of hamburger buns were stored on the floor in the walk-in
freezer. Food shall be protected from contamination by storing it at least six inches off of the floor.
Ice was observed dripping from the cooling unit in the walk-in freezer above stored food. Food
shall be protected from sources of contamination. Please place a tray below the drip.
An unlabeled container of sugar was observed in the wait station cabinet. Food that is not in it's
original packaging and which cannot be readily identifiable shall be labeled with the common
name of the food. COS by labeling.
Two food thermometers in use in the kitchen were not full range devices; being scaled from
50-550F. Food thermometers shall have a full operational range of 0-220F in two degree
increments and be capable of being accurately calibrated. An accurate digital thermometer is
acceptable.
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FOOD ESTABLISHMENT INSPECTION REPORT

PRIORITY ITEMS

These items MUST RECEIVE IMMEDIATE ACTION within 72 hours or as stated.

CORE ITEMS

These items are to be corrected by the next regular inspection or as stated.
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Hub's Pub 10 North Dover Street Bonne Terre, 63628

Walk-in freezer 22

True cooler in east bar 22

Bar: walk-in, mini cooler 40, 40

Burger from grill 189

4-501.114
C

7-201.11B

3-501.14A

4-601.11A

The quaternary ammonia in sanitizer buckets in the kitchen were measured at less than 100 ppm.
The product manufacturer indicates that the product must be at 200-400 ppm for sanitizing food
contact surfaces. Replace sanitizer solutions every two hours.
The sanitizer bucket was stored on the prep surface in the kitchen prep area. Toxic materials
shall be stored so they cannot contaminate food, equipment and single use items. It is
recommended that sanitizer bucket be stored on crates.
A container full of chicken wings were observed cooling in the walk-in freezer. The temperature of
the wings was measured at 125F at 1:55pm. Potentially hazardous food shall be cooled from
135F to 70F within two hours and from 70F to 41F within an additional four hours. This issue was
discussed with the manager. The wings were spread onto two sheet pans and placed back in the
freezer. The temperature of the wings was measured at 62F at 2:27pm. Please actively cool
potentially hazardous foods.
An accumulation of mold was observed on the nozzle housing of the soda fountain at the wait
station. Food contact surfaces shall be clean to sight and touch. Please clean this area.
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